
Chasing my Y-DNA part 46
Sometimes it is felt that Americans that are not indigenous do not realize they carry 
characteristics for where they came. Since mathematics is noted as a international 
language, though some indigenous, groups, and computers, and conversions may have 
worked better on a base 8, because we have thumbs it became base 10 system, 
universally. The colleges where not born in the United States, and some of the students 
though indigenous, English may be their second language after Navajo, Zuni, Hopi, and 
Spanish. 

It is felt since professionals baillee/bailiffs/court recorders, that the spelling of the name 
on land deeds, would be the closest to correct, along with wills.

With names such as Keith Hunter, and Mark Elliott, though Keith has not informed me, I 
know that characteristics, of behavior of my family corresponds for where I am from, 
and Keith is from where I am from. So most people would not come to the same 
conclusion as I would. What Keith has in common to Keith Hunter, and Mark has in 
common to Mark Elliott, which others may not figure out showing similar family 
characteristics is that Keith and Mark are also family surnames of our respective 
families. KE Hunter is related to a family of Keith, and I am related to a family of Mark.
Though Keith and Mark are common forenames they are also uncommon surnames.
Keith may correct me if I am incorrect.

Finding out instead of incarceration the on the islands of the United Kingdom, reset; 
resettlement was utilized instead. It is felt a family could not always please those of 
authority so it is likely most of the families of the United Kingdom had been resettled at 
one time. 

Though I am still in a learning mode; it should be known that different part of the United 
Kingdom have done extensive work in the region of language. Some places language is 
lost or archaic, like in America. 

Want to make a comment on the maps in the book published by the Eliott family now 
living in Redheugh.

Arthur Eliott, not differentiating the Scottish ell from the Imperial yard, does not have a 
strong bases to mapping. He has and his mother have done excellent work on the book, 
and cross checking it is high in accuracy.



The maps were added by the;

which like all governmental agencies want to sell a certain concept. Martin of Braidley 
was denigrated, and the Scottish Border Council leans towards the Scott Clan, and not 
towards the Martin Ellot family which the Scott Clan, were opposed to.

On the border map the Braidley locations were east of Branxholm and not just east of 



the Hermitage, before Goranberry where Martin Ellot of Braidley family was located.
So the Scottish Border Council located Braidley with a Scott Clan bias.

It is felt that Elwald had in the Northern part of Northumbria, than the south. Though 
there were many Elwold/Elwald, the name was affiliated with St. Elwald, bones said to 
be burying at Hexam Abby just south of the 1320 Scottish Border, but is some regions, it 
utilized the Nordic/German word wald which associated it with forest.

Where Elwaldsyde/Elwaldside contains a Anglo-Saxon saintly name it also indicative 
in this region of being forested, and Elwaldlaw, means a grove on a hill. Lawis Jok 
would mean John of the Hill.

Though it is felt now that Ellot is an English variation now archaic but made Scottish, 
like Elwald with the wald part utilizing it for forest, with Ellot the word the lot part also 
utilize in that fashion had a Scottish meaning leaning towards forest. Ellot, and Elwald 
though Ellot influence by the Breton name most likely were of Northumbria, both in the 
area of Borders in Scotland, and Northumberland/Yorkshire of England.

So Ellot could be taken as a localized variation of the name Elliot, and later reverted 
back to Elliot.



Arbirlot, and Ellot Burn. Where Arbirlot means orchard lot a predecessor of arboretum. 
Ellot Burn, is a river which goes through surveyed (in Scottish el) farmland. When the 
Ellot Burn was name it was felt that not all rivers traveled through surveyed land.

Example;

Before the Union of the Crowns, the measurement of land in Scotland was in el, not 



acre, so the name Acre-know would be El-know.  Where know means;

Near Mt Ayr, dad was telling me about a town in Iowa that does not exist today, called 
Knowlton, meaning in Scots; know-town (though meaning has been lost). 

Given the above old photos; it seems to fit the definition.



Ettrick Forest is a region which the Ellot lived. 



It should be noted the way it is felt land was measured is by utilizing a pike, in Scotland 
it was the length of 6 el or 1fall. Fall, was likely utilized as a name to indicate the pike 
had to be used horizontally to measure land, but at each end of the pike there was a drop 
or fall.  In England the pike was a measurement of a rod or pole, of five and a half 
yards, or sixteen and a half yards.  The Scottish fall converted to the Imperial system of 
measurement would be two feet longer than a rod or pole. 
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